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ABSTRACT
Although relatively unknown to American audiences, the musical culture of the
Netherlands at the beginning of the twentieth century was vibrant and substantial. Composers
such as Rosy Wertheim, Leo Smit, and Dick Kattenburg were actively composing from the
early 1920s until the early 1940s, and their pieces show not only mutual influences, but also
influences from changing cultural atmospheres. The Netherlands experienced a period of
heavy Germanic influence in the nineteenth century. However, twentieth-century composers
engaged with the colorful French sounds of Les Six. Through this project, I explore the lives
of these three twentieth-century Dutch composers, while analyzing selected flute
compositions to illustrate indications of the French aesthetic, compositional influences from
composer to composer, and some effects the Nazi occupation may have left on Smit’s flute
sonata. This study begins with a short biography of the composers’ lives. Then, it more
deeply examines the shared Jewish heritage of these composers, as well as how Amsterdam’s
Jewish culture changed by the Nazi Occupation. Finally, this study explores various
theoretical aspects of the selected works, including compositional similarities with Les Six in
Wertheim’s Trois morceaux pour flûte et piano, similarities from composer to composer in
Kattenburg’s Sonate voor Fluit en Piano, and a detailed narrative analysis of the second
movement of Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier. The study of these composers and their
sonatas is extremely important for flutists, scholars, and American audiences who can gain
understanding of unfamiliar music and the impact of the Holocaust on these composers.
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INTRODUCTION
Although relatively unknown to American audiences, the musical culture of the
Netherlands at the beginning of the twentieth century was vibrant and substantial. Composers
such as Rosy Wertheim (1888-1949), Leo Smit (1900-1943), and Dick Kattenburg (19191944) were actively composing from the early 1920s until the early 1940s, and their pieces
show not only mutual influences, but also influences from changing cultural atmospheres. All
three composers predominantly wrote in instrumental genres, including solo piano works,
sonatas for various wind and string instruments, other chamber works, and a few orchestral
symphonies and overtures. Only Wertheim, motivated by her passionate interest in working
with young women and children’s choirs, wrote a significant amount of repertoire for voice
and piano, and for various mixed choral ensembles. This essay will first explore the lives of
these three twentieth-century Dutch composers, along with their Jewish heritage and the
Jewish culture of the Netherlands. Next, I will analyze their flute works to illustrate examples
of French influences, compositional influences from composer to composer, and one striking
effect the Nazi Holocaust had on one composition. Finally, I will discuss the importance of
establishing a prominent position for these flute works among the repertoire.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Due to its unique geographic location, the Netherlands encountered strong influences
of its French and German neighbors. In his article, “Willem Pijper’s French Aesthetic,”
Dutch musicologist Frank W. Hoogerwerf observes, “the confluence of river systems
emanating from both France and Germany . . . always allowed Holland’s indigenous culture
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ready access to potent and influential cultural forces from her larger neighbours.”1 In
particular, during the nineteenth century, Dutch composers and musicians leaned more
towards their German counterparts. They studied at prominent German conservatories and
embraced German textbooks and pedagogic methods. German composers and performers
were idolized as “stylistic and interpretive models.”2
However, it was composer Bernard Zweers (1854-1924) who began to turn from his
Wagner-influenced style to a more nationalistic style. Zweers encouraged his students to
break away from the established Germanic models, and he composed several pieces that
included Dutch folk songs as themes. He believed that art would never become nationalized
and accepted by its own people if it emphasized foreign styles and languages.3 Zweers was a
quintessential example of a Dutch composer who, although heavily influenced by the great
German composers, simultaneously desired a more personal and nationalistic sound.
At the turn of the twentieth century, the Netherlands began to reject German
influences, leaning more towards the newer French schools of thought: Impressionism and
Neoclassicism. The color palette of Debussy, Ravel, Satie, and Milhaud attracted a new
generation of Dutch composers—including Sem Dresden, Rosy Wertheim’s and Leo Smit’s
composition teacher, and Willem Pijper, Dick Kattenburg’s composition teacher.4 As
Hoogerwerf notes, “These younger [composers] found it expedient to orient themselves
almost wholly toward the south, both as a means of ridding themselves of vestiges of the

1

Frank W. Hoogerwerf, “Willem Pijper’s French Aesthetic,” Tijdschrift van de Vereniging voor
Nederlandse muziekgeschiedenis 28, no. 2 (1978): 61.
2
Hoogerwerf, “Pijper’s French Aesthetic,” 61.
3
Nicolas Slonimsky, “Bernard Zweers,” in Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, ed.
Theodore Baker (New York: Schirmer Books, 1978), 1954.
4
Hoogerwerf, “Pijper’s French Aesthetic,” 61.
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decaying German romantic traditions, as well as out of a sense of latent nationalism, which
actively nurtured the French idiom as a useful cultural counterweight to older patterns of
Germanic dependency.”5 This generation of composers gave Dutch music a prominent place
among her European neighbors.
As part of the new school of twentieth-century Dutch composers, Samuel (Sem)
Dresden quickly became one of the most prominent musical figures in the Netherlands. He
served as head of the composition program at the Amsterdam Conservatory beginning in
1919 and then as director of both the Amsterdam Conservatory and the Royal Conservatory
in The Hague. Dresden created a renewed Dutch musical identity through compositions that
blended the popular French style with Dutch nationalistic elements. He was instrumental in
guiding his students towards the colorful French sounds of Les Six.
As composition professor, Dresden most notably produced two important twentiethcentury composers: Rosy Wertheim and Leo Smit. Rosy Wertheim’s life and music most
clearly illustrated the new engagement with French culture. Born Rosalie Marie Wertheim,
Rosy was the oldest of four siblings in an extremely wealthy Jewish family. Her father,
Johannes Gustaaf Wertheim, was a trader of money and securities, and her mother, Adriana
Roza Enthoven, was a singer and pianist. Growing up, Wertheim and her brother, Abraham
Carel, received a thorough music education. In an interview, she said of her early piano
studies, “I hated practicing piano and preferred improvising, but I needed harmony lessons
before I could write down my ideas.”6 After high school, she continued her piano studies at
the Netherlands Society of Music, where, in her own words, she “had excellent piano lessons,

5

Hoogerwerf, “Pijper’s French Aesthetic,” 61-62.
Eleonore Pameijer, “Rosy Wertheim,” Forbidden Music Regained,
http://www.forbiddenmusicregained.org/search/composer/id/100181 (accessed September 2017).
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which made [her] decide to proceed further with music.”7 While there, her voice teacher,
Dora Zweers—the wife of the acclaimed composer Bernard Zweers—showed him one of
Wertheim’s compositions. He recognized her potential and offered to teach her about
harmony and counterpoint.
After her studies with Zweers, Wertheim became extremely interested in the French
aesthetic and sought to study with Sem Dresden, whose compositions epitomized the new
compositional trend. Wertheim became “one of the first women in the Netherlands to
complete a professional music and composition education.”8 After graduation in 1912,
Wertheim taught and composed in Amsterdam until 1929, when she moved to Paris. She
wrote of her time there:
Eventually, I became attracted to newer sounds and colors, and varied
rhythms. Debussy, Ravel and Stravinsky were a revelation, and of course my
own compositions were influenced by them for a time. I needed to expand my
horizons, and Paris, at that time an important musical center, seemed to be the
best choice. I got a six month leave of absence from the Lyceum and ended up
staying for six years! Paris was an enormous boost, the most interesting years
of my life! I worked hard and met many musicians and artists.9
Wertheim studied with French pianist and composer Louis Aubert, who helped her more
fully understand French harmony, as well as instrumentation and orchestration. While in
Paris, she composed several works in a variety of instrumental and vocal genres, and her
music is described as “pleasant, sophisticated and accessible, with a strong lyrical quality. [It
is] never superficial or still, but with depth and [varied] layers.”10 Wertheim frequently
employed octatonic scales – an extremely popular harmonic device in France and the

7
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Netherlands in the 1920s.11 Posthumously, Dutch composer Max Vredenburg bemoaned that
“the Dutch music world had been much too indifferent towards her work.”12
Wertheim often held salons in her Parisian apartment, where leading composers and
musicians would come to play and perform their music. Prominent composers such as
Milhaud, Honegger, Messiaen, Jolivet, and Ibert frequented these house concerts. Her
connections with these composers were important not only to her personally, but also to
Amsterdam’s musical community, whose members read her reports on Parisian music in the
Het Volk, a daily Dutch newspaper. In addition, many of her compositions were actively
performed in Paris and the Netherlands. As a woman, she truly had a remarkable career for
this time period.
Wertheim’s salons most likely acted as an important meeting place for fellow Jewish
composer and Amsterdam native Leo Smit, although only circumstantial evidence supports
this assertion. Like Wertheim, Smit studied with Zweers and Dresden, and made a pilgrimage
to Paris. In fact, Smit moved to Paris in 1927, two years before Wertheim, and stayed one
year after her departure for Vienna in 1935. Thus, it is entirely possible that the two
composers interacted while in Paris.
Leo Smit was born on May 14, 1900, in Amsterdam, to Rephaël Smit and Janet
Ricardo. Rephaël enjoyed success as a shoe trader, and Leo’s mother was born in London,
England, though her family was of Portuguese descent. Music was frequently heard in the
Smit household, and the prominently displayed piano was a gathering place on many
evenings. Smit’s younger sister, Eleonora, studied harp with famous Dutch harpist, Rosa

11
12
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Spier (1891-1967). Eleonora’s harp talent, along with the family’s relationship with Spier,
later inspired Smit to compose several works for the harp.
Smit spent one year at the music preparatory school, Keizergracht 123, to gain an
admission license for the Amsterdam Conservatory. There, he studied piano with Ulfert
Schults and composition with Bernard Zweers. In September 1920, Smit began lessons with
the great composer Sem Dresden. He graduated in piano in 1922, and in composition in
1924. Notably, Smit was the first student of the Amsterdam Conservatory to graduate cum
laude in composition.13
Under Dresden’s mentorship, Smit composed several important works while
attending the conservatory and, upon completion of his degree, was asked to stay on as a
composition faculty member. Smit’s first orchestral work, Silhouettes, was performed by the
acclaimed Concertgebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam on June 28, 1925. It met with mixed
reviews, but the critics seemed to acknowledge French influences and agreed that “Smit was
well-versed in the latest developments taking place in France,” especially mentioning
Debussy and Satie.14
In addition, Smit premiered his Trio for Flute, Viola, and Harp on November 13,
1926, alongside Debussy’s Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp (1915)—the first work
featuring this instrumentation. As Marius Flothius notes in his article on Smit in the Essential
Guide to Dutch Music, “after Debussy’s Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp – undoubtedly
one of the greatest masterpieces of the twentieth century – it took quite some courage to

13

Jurjen Vis, “Leo Smit,” Treasured Composers, http://donemus.nl/leo-smit/ (accessed September

2017).
14

Huib Ramaer and Jurjen Vis, liner notes to Complete Works of Leo Smit: Chamber Music and
Orchestral Works, Et’Cetera KTC 1516, CD, 2014: 35.
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compose a trio for the same combination. Leo Smit had that courage, as well as the wisdom
not to imitate Debussy, although his harmonies unmistakably reflect the influence of his
French colleague.”15
The work was warmly received, but Sem Dresden, once Smit’s mentor, gave it a
harsh review, stating that the work was “immature” and the “composer would have to gain
more experience before he could work in almost the same capacity next to the great
Debussy.”16 Additionally, Willem Pijper, a new composition professor at the conservatory,
gave an equally disagreeable review, claiming, “the composer is not yet pure with regard to
modernization.”17
The addition of Willem Pijper to the conservatory’s faculty brought controversy to
the Netherlands. Second perhaps only to Dresden, Pijper was one of the most influential and
innovative Dutch composers during this time. He was also an avid music critic who wrote
many reviews about music in the Netherlands. In hundreds of articles his “agile pen left a
remarkable legacy of critical prose,” and his style was “dry and acerbic . . . venomous and
fearless."18 Pijper’s presence in Amsterdam was met with uncertainty, and his negative
criticisms of Smit’s compositions deeply affected him.
Though tensions were high between Smit and his colleagues, Smit justified his
decision to leave the Netherlands as a way to expand his musical horizons. Smit lived in
Paris from 1927 to 1936, hoping this musical center would provide the inspiration he felt

15

Marius Flothius, “Leo Smit,” in The Complete Guide to Dutch Music: 100 Composers and Their
Work, ed. Jolene van der Klis (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2000), 332.
16
Klaus Bertisch, Leo Smit: Unerhortes Talent (Berlin: Hentrich and Hentrich, 2014), 36. All
translations are the author’s own, unless otherwise indicated.
17
Bertisch, Leo Smit: Unerhortes Talent, 36.
18
Frank W. Hoogewerf, “Willem Pijper as Dutch Nationalist,” The Musical Quarterly 62, no. 3 (July
1976): 360.
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Amsterdam lacked. In an interview in The Hague Post, Smit described his time there: “In
Paris I did not have a teacher, I did not study with anyone, I just looked around and wandered
around.”19 As he reveled in the atmosphere, it is highly likely that Smit attended many house
concerts like the ones hosted by Wertheim. Their shared Dutch and Jewish heritage most
likely intertwined their circles of influence, even in the large city of Paris. The influence of
French avant-garde composers on Smit was immense, manifesting itself in his musical forms,
rhythms, and instrumentation.
Smit returned home in 1936 to start his own private studio of students. He taught
piano, composition, and theory and analysis out of his home in the Eendrachtstraat district to
music students with professional ambitions as well as to amateurs. According to biographer
Jurjen Vis, “Smit’s students still recall his warm personality, his humour, his professionalism
and his ability to improvise on any melody in the most diverse of styles.”20
Slightly different than Smit and Wertheim in terms of his compositional upbringing is
Dick Kattenburg, who studied with Willem Pijper. As the youngest of the three composers,
Kattenburg was born in Amsterdam on November 11, 1919. His mother, Heleen, and father,
Louis, had two other children, Daisy and Tom. Louis worked in a textile factory owned by a
family member, and acted as supervisor for another family business. The Kattenburgs moved
about thirty kilometers east of Amsterdam to a country town named Bussum, where they
were one of the largest and wealthiest families in town. In Bussum, Kattenburg received
violin lessons from Hugo Godron, who also mentored him as he tackled his early

19

Bertisch, Leo Smit: Unerhortes Talent, 39.
Jurjen Vis, English Summary of The Powerful Silhouette of Leo Smit, trans. S. A. Herman
(Amsterdam: Donemus, 2001), 4.
20
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compositions. After high school, he earned his degree in music theory and violin at the
Collège Musical Belge in Antwerp.
After his graduation, Kattenburg returned to his birth town, where he fell in love with
Jewish flutist Ima van Esso, a student at the Amsterdam Music Lyceum. Her family held
house concerts for her and other musicians. His love for Ima would prompt him to write
several works for her, including the Sonata voor fluit en piano (1937) and Pièce pour flûte et
piano (1939).
Kattenburg had plans to study violin and composition in Paris. It is unclear why this
never occurred, but it can be assumed that the changing political climate hindered his
ambition to move away. Despite these difficulties, Kattenburg passed his music theory and
violin exams in The Hague, studying with Willem Pijper. Many of Pijper’s students who
survived the war would become the next generation of great composers in the Netherlands.
No doubt, Kattenburg was on this same trajectory until his deportation.
Despite his training with Pijper, Kattenburg sought mentorship from Leo Smit on
instrumentation and orchestration. He began private lessons in the summer of 1942 at Smit’s
home. Eventually these meetings became too dangerous to be held in person, so the two
exchanged a number of letters and manuscripts with each other. One of Kattenburg’s undated
letters reveals the relationship between the two composers:
I apologize for my poor handwriting, but my paper and pencil are of
deplorable quality and copying the whole thing seemed to be a waste of paper
and effort, and I’d first like to know what is right and what isn’t. . . . I
sincerely hope to resume the lessons at your home, but I fear I have to accept
this substitute for a long time to come (although excellent in content, the
delivery takes forever). Apologies for this “silly letter,” cordial greetings to
your wife and wishing you good luck, your “student.”21
21

Carine Alders, “Dick Kattenburg,” Forbidden Music Regained,
http://www.forbiddenmusicregained.org/search/composer/id/100003 (accessed September 2017).
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Smit returned his letters and manuscripts with notes such as “cello and bass sound emphatic
enough, trombone like a ‘bull in the Chinese shop,’” and Kattenburg’s response, “I hope you
will not be angry if I don’t accept your assertions, and that I seem to contradict your
arguments.”22
Kattenburg remained dedicated to his compositions amid worsening conditions in
Amsterdam. Overall, Kattenburg’s works can be described as “downright romantic” due to
their “beautiful melodies and harmonies.”23 But they can sometimes evoke a “jazzy
atmosphere,” as seen in the second movement of the flute sonata.24

JEWISH HERITAGE
Although their musical backgrounds differed in some respects, the three composers
shared a Jewish heritage that would bring them together, possibly more so than their
compositional careers. During their upbringing, it was common for Jewish families to
assimilate into mainstream culture. All three composers came from affluent Jewish families,
yet their lives revolved more around their community involvement than their religious
affiliations. As historian David Shyovitz observes about Jewish culture before World War II,
New opportunities for Jews were most available in the cities, resulting in the
consolidation of nearly all of the Netherlands’ Jews in urban locations by the
end of the nineteenth century. Not surprisingly, the integration into secular
society impacted the religiosity of Dutch Jewry. Orthodoxy lost its influence
to Liberalism, and the Jewish population gradually declined, due to
conversions, intermarriage, and a low birthrate.25

22
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It became more acceptable for Jews to integrate into society, not because they sought to
conceal their heritage, but because they were heavily involved in their communities. The
Netherlands, in particular, had an especially good relationship between the Jewish and nonJewish communities, dating back to the 1600s. We can see this assimilation in all three of our
composers’ families and upbringings.
Rosy Wertheim’s family had considerable political influence in Amsterdam. Her
grandfather was a prominent philanthropist and politician who later had a park named after
him. In addition, her family were shareholders in the famous Concertgebouw Orchestra in
Amsterdam. As in many Jewish families of the time, she was raised in a fully assimilated and
non-observant household. There is not much written about her childhood, but as she grew
older and traveled abroad, she connected with both her Dutch identity and her Jewish
heritage. She often wrote articles for several Dutch newspapers and magazines describing the
musical life in Paris, Austria, and America. In addition, Wertheim often used her significant
societal position to serve the needs of others. She conducted and composed works for a
children’s choir comprised of some of Amsterdam’s poorest Jews.
Similarly, Smit’s family had deep Jewish roots. Smit’s paternal grandfather was a
religious teacher and chazzan who led his congregation in musical prayers. According to
biographer Klaus Bertisch, “from a religious point of view, one can describe the Smits as
secular Sephardic Jews, who did substantively, politically, and culturally identify with Jewish
values, this without, however, strongly practicing their religion.”26 Despite their deep
religious connections, Smit’s parents chose not to give their children Hebrew names, such as
David, Sarah, or Moses, with the idea that their heritage would not be presumed outright.

26
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This was the first time in his family lineage that parents did not include traditional Hebrew
names, solidifying the Smit family’s desire to find a balance between the strict rules of
Halachah and the changing views of Jewish assimilation. As a result, many of Leo Smit’s
compositions display hardly any evidence of Jewish heritage.
Little is known of Kattenburg’s early Jewish heritage, but he too was born into a
wealthy Jewish family. The changing political climate forced him to “[confront] his Jewish
origin, [triggering] his immersion in Judaic cultural heritage. He began arranging Hebrew
melodies, denoting them as Palestinian, Romanian, or even Mexican [so as to hide their
Jewish origins].”27 He attempted to integrate Jewish elements into his music without drawing
attention to them amid the ever-increasing anti-Semitism in the Netherlands and Germany.
Kattenburg began Zes Mexicaanse Liederen (Six Mexican Songs) in 1943; yet, despite the
title, the melodies are actually Jewish songs and the text is in Hebrew. Kattenburg gave
several of his works titles in Hebrew, and he replaced some musical signs like dal segno with
the Star of David. In addition, he began to write under a few pseudonyms, C.J. van
Assendelft van Wijck, and KvD, and soon thereafter removed his name from all early
compositions. It is unclear why he chose to write under a pseudonym, or whether the chosen
names have any significance, but it can be assumed that his insistence on integrating Jewish
influences in his music would create unwanted attention. Kattenburg was the only one of our
three composers who embraced his Jewish roots in his compositions.
The attitude towards Jews in the Netherlands began to change by the 1920s, as Henry
L. Mason explains in his article, “Testing Human Bonds Within Nations: Jews in the
Occupied Netherlands:” “National bonds between Jews and non-Jews had been close in the

27
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Netherlands before the German invasion. The Jewish population, some 143,000, was well
integrated, and anti-Semitism had been relatively unimportant.”28 As Mason nonetheless
observes, “these national bonds did not withstand the Nazi onslaught when the Germans
implemented measures against the Jews with severity and considerable tactical skill.”29 The
Netherlands experienced a large-scale depression between 1929 and 1940, a period known as
the “crisis years,” when “one out of four Dutch citizens was out of work.”30 The depression,
coupled with a German-Jewish refugee crisis, spurred Dutch politicians to speak of a “Jewish
problem.”31 As a result, the Netherlands became a country with the highest victimization of
Jews.
In her article, “The Nation Behind the Diary: Anne Frank and the Holocaust of the
Dutch Jews,” Jennifer Foray discusses how the Netherlands addressed their Jewish refugee
crisis: “In 1939, the Dutch government established the Westerbork camp complex, located in
the country’s easternmost province, and intended [it] to serve as a holding center for both
illegal and legal Jewish refugees.”32 A few years later, the Nazi troops would transform the
complex “into a Jewish transit camp, a midway point for those Jews en route to concentration
and death camps in Germany and Poland.”33 Dutch officials could never have known how the
German troops would use Westerbork, but the underlying anti-Semitism in the Netherlands
ultimately betrayed their Jewish citizens.

28
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German forces invaded the Netherlands on May 10, 1940, when the lives of our
Jewish composers changed forever. Soon, all Jewish government employees were dismissed,
including teachers, judges, civil servants, and others.34 By May of 1942, all Jews were
required to wear the yellow star, and Jewish citizens were stripped of their rights. In her
diary, Anne Frank describes these restrictions:
Jews were required to wear a yellow star; Jews were required to turn in their
bicycles; Jews were forbidden to ride in cars, even their own; Jews were
required to frequent only Jewish-owned barbershops and beauty salons; Jews
were forbidden to be out on the streets between 8.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m.35
Our composers experienced this oppression, and more. Composers had to register with the
regulatory cultural agency the Kultuurkamer. The once flourishing Hollandsche Schouwburg
Theatre was now restricted to only Jewish artists and patrons. Dutch authorities thought
German occupation interference might be less destructive if they shifted any high-profile
Jews into the background. Accordingly, both the famous Concertgebouw Orchestra and The
Hague Orchestra “placed their Jewish front-desk players into the back rows and refrained
from playing the music of Felix Mendelssohn or Gustav Mahler.”36 Finally, in 1942 the
Concertgebouw Orchestra gave its last concert until after the war. Soon after, Jews were
forced to live in ghettos, separated from the general population. From these ghettos Jews
were deported to various concentration camps across the area.
Unfortunately, by the end of the Nazi occupation, the Netherlands had deported
approximately 107,000 Jews—a total encompassing “virtually all the Jews in the country
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except those exempted by the Germans because of their marriage to non-Jews (some 12,000)
and those remaining undetected in “underground” hiding (some 18,400).”37
Wertheim refused to register with the Kultuurkamer and took the advice of her
friends to go into hiding. She moved to the countryside and was able to escape deportation.
She spoke of her experiences in an interview after the war:
[Before the occupation] [m]y apartment had one room, large enough for house
concerts and the Contemporary Music Association gave performances here,
too. But these good times were soon over. I had Jews hidden in my basement;
they were betrayed and I had to go into hiding myself. Thereafter, live music
hardly played a role in my life. Occasionally I played for a housekeeper, a
nurse and a gardener, and in the meantime I worked on an orchestral overture.
During the war, my music continued to be performed, but of course I couldn’t
attend these concerts. And my music was also played in America. The
Germans robbed me of all my possessions and books—but now they are gone
and I will try to make something of my life, at least what’s left of it.38
Wertheim was the only composer of the three to survive the war. She continued her teaching
and philanthropic work until she became sick with cancer and died on May 27, 1949.
Like Wertheim, Kattenburg also went into hiding during the German occupation.
Undeterred by his circumstances, Kattenburg continued his epistolary lessons with Smit
while composing in hiding for several years. However, in 1944, his hiding place was
betrayed and he was arrested during a raid at a movie theatre. Kattenburg was first sent to
Westerbork and then finally to Auschwitz. Ensuing events are not clear, but sources say that
Kattenburg died in the concentration camp prior to the arrival of camp liberators, perhaps
during one of the death marches forced by Auschwitz troops. Kattenburg’s death certificate
merely indicates that his death was on September 30, 1944, somewhere in Central Europe.39
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Leo Smit was the only composer of the three who refused to go into hiding. The
decision to stay deeply affected Smit and ultimately influenced his final compositions. Smit
continued to teach composition and piano lessons from his home, but his students began to
drop out as Jews lost more and more of their freedoms. Despite the requirement that the
Hollandsche Schouwberg be a venue strictly for Jews, performances were still held regularly,
including many of Smit’s works. In November of 1942, Smit and his wife were forced to
leave their home and relocate to an Amsterdam ghetto, and by February of 1943, they were
evicted from their home and forced to report to the Hollandsche Schouwburg. In a few short
years, the once thriving theatre had been converted into a deportation center. On April 27,
1943, Smit and his wife were deported, along with 1,202 others, to the Sobibór death camp in
Poland and were killed upon arrival on April 30, 1943.
Smit’s deep immersion in Amsterdam’s changing culture would cause his flute
sonata, the last piece he ever wrote, to be steeped in the anguish and pain of the Holocaust.
This sonata, especially the second movement, will be the ultimate focus of the final section
of my discussion.

ANALYSIS
All of our composers were influenced by the French aesthetic and the composers of
Les Six: Georges Auric, Louis Durey, Arthur Honegger, Darius Milhaud, Francis Poulenc,
and Germaine Tailleferre. In his New Grove article, Paul Griffiths, a renowned British critic
of twentieth-century music, describes the music of Les Six as “[taking] its subject matter and
its stimulus from everyday life; it was not to turn its back on machines, whether as
instruments or as a source for the imagination; it was also to learn from the music hall, the
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circus and the jazz band; and its principal qualities were to be dryness, brevity and
straightforwardness.”40 In addition, it is important to note that these composers had a desire
to establish a new French national style free from “foreign, and in particular German, taints,”
a desire also shared by late nineteenth-century Dutch composers, drawing them to the style of
Les Six.41
In his dissertation, Richard Bobbitt describes the overall harmonic idiom of Les Six as
chords and phrases that sound diatonic to a key signature, but “not necessarily in a definite
key.”42 For example, a C major chord may be used only for the quality of sound it provides,
rather than to suggest any inclination towards a tonal center or traditional harmonic motion.
Specifically, Bobbitt also describes the harmonic idiom of the works of Darius Milhaud, a
major influence on Wertheim and Smit, as having “(a) fairly rapid change of ideas and
textures, resulting in a rather patchwork, mosaic-like quality; (b) chromatic alteration of
[scale degrees] as a variation technique; [and] (c) effective simplicity without banality.”43
These characteristics can be seen in all three of our composers’ works through their use of
harmony, texture, and formal organization.
Wertheim’s composition fully embodies these French idioms. Wertheim composed
Trois morceaux de flûte et piano, a set of three character pieces, in 1939 while living in
Amsterdam after her time in Paris. The first movement, Cortège des Marionnettes (Parade of
Puppets), has a simple ABA form correlating with the straightforwardness and simplicity
sought by Les Six—a clear reaction against the massive German-romantic forms of Wagner
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and Mahler. Wertheim juxtaposes an A section that suggests a tonality based around E, with
a B section that has a contrasting A major/minor tonality. The A section (mm. 1-16) does not
engage in traditional tonal harmonies or harmonic motion, but tonicizes specific pitch classes
through sheer repetition; in this case, Wertheim tonicizes E. This was a harmonic device
often employed by Les Six and other popular composers in France to establish new tonal
centers. The E chords are heard on the strong downbeats and alternate with a remotesounding B-flat chord on the weaker beats to create a march-like ostinato. The tritone
interval between the two chords functions to obscure any traditional harmonic motion, like a
tonic to dominant progression, for example. Heavy piano chords on downbeats, paired with
dotted rhythms in the flute line, depict a march topic that characterizes the marching puppets.
The flute reinforces the E-B-flat tritone at the onset with E and D grace notes that fall to a Bflat downbeat. The ostinato pattern in the bass remains the same throughout the section,
despite adding rhythmic animation in measures eight and nine. Figure 1 indicates the piano
ostinato and the harmonic relationship between the flute and piano.
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Figure 1. Wertheim, Trois morceaux, movt. I: Cortège des Marrionnettes, Section A, mm. 1-3.

E
Tonicization

B-flat
Color
Tones

Flute contains E and B-flat
pitches in opening motive

E-B-flat Tritone
Relationship
March-like Ostinato

The B section (mm. 17-29) adds a tranquillo contrast to the active A section.
Although the section is more lyrical, the piano continues the plodding downbeat quarter
notes, maintaining the march topic. Wertheim suggests a more traditional tonal center within
this section. The A major tonality of the flute melody has clear tonic motion through the
scalar passage in measure eighteen. Wertheim varies the common practice harmonies by
using both major and minor modes, adding color to the new A tonality. The piano begins in
measure seventeen with an A minor chord, and concludes on A minor in measure twentythree. The flute, however, continues within the A major tonality in measure eighteen. The
technique of altering scale degrees comes directly from Les Six. Wertheim uses it as a device
to add color and depth to the melodic simplicity of the section. In addition, the stark
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juxtaposition of a lyrical B section against a march-like ostinato in A further engages with
the French aesthetic’s rapid changes of textures.
To round out the ternary form, the final A section (mm. 30-53) returns to the E tonal
center. The piano accompaniment is thicker with octave doublings and contains more active
triplets in the right hand. The flute melody follows the basic outline of the original melody,
but has interesting rhythmic alterations, retaining simplicity without monotony. Wertheim’s
symmetry and simplicity of form, despite a thick harmonic texture, reflect back to the
simplicity seen in Milhaud’s music. Figure 2 contains an organizational chart of the
movement.

Figure 2. Wertheim’s Trois morceaux, movt. I: Cortège des Marrionnettes Outline.
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Wertheim’s second movement, Pastorale, evokes the pastoral topic to depict this
movement’s character. The pastoral topic commonly employs drones and static harmonies—
usually tonic and dominant motion only—to depict simplicity and to evoke attendant
associations with the idyllic past. An A tonality is established through the use of pedal tones
where the lowest two tones are A and E, firmly grounding the movement in A. In addition,
the flute resolves G-sharp to A in measures one to two, although the resolution is slightly
obscured by the octave displacement. The open intervals of the perfect fifths, pedal drones,
and slow harmonic motion all provide the basis of the pastoral topic. Figure 3 denotes the
pastoral topic attributes.

Figure 3. Pastoral Topic and Harmony in Wertheim’s Trois morceaux, movt. II, Pastorale,
mm. 1-4

Open fifths
Drone in bass on A and E
Slow harmonic motion
Pastoral topic indicators

Octave displacement of
resolution in flute
G-sharp leading tone to A
tonicization

This movement also uses ternary form where the A sections (mm. 1-15; mm. 35-48)
use the pastoral topic in A, and the B section (mm. 16-34) revolves around a G-sharp tonic in
21

the flute. It begins somewhat ambiguously, but by measure twenty-three, the flute confirms
the G-sharp tonality. The piano assists by sounding an E-flat dominant chord, corresponding
enharmonically with the D-sharp dominant of G-sharp, throughout most of the entire section.
Additionally, Wertheim uses compositional characteristics that can be seen in Leo
Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier. Here, Wertheim creates tension by syncopating the flute
melody in measures eight and ten. The use of syncopation moves the melodic line forward by
responding to the downbeats played by the piano. This compositional characteristic is also
seen in Smit’s slow movement. Smit’s syncopated line is first seen in measure four, but
unlike Wertheim’s melody, he does not use the piano to rebound melodically. Rather, he uses
the syncopation to create instability within the theme. The two composers shared the same
teachers and were influenced by many of the same aesthetics. In both works, the melodic
device is used for the same purpose, namely, to create motion and tension in the flute
melody. Figure 4 shows the two flute melodies side by side.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Syncopated Flute Melody in Wertheim’s Trois morceaux, movt. II,
mm. 8-11 (top) and Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 4-5
(bottom).

Wertheim’s Trois morceaux, movt. II, Pastorale, mm. 8-11

Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 4-6

Wertheim’s final movement, Capriccio, employs various octatonic scales, an
important trait of the French aesthetic. The octatonic scale pattern can frequently be seen in
both Wertheim’s character pieces and Smit’s sonata, in almost every movement. The scale
provides a harmonic basis upon which the composer can create particular sounds and
harmonic colors without writing within traditional tonal functions. Figure 5 contains an
example of an octatonic scale, as the flute makes one final run at the end of the movement.
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Figure 5. Octatonic Scale in Wertheim’s Trois morceaux, movt. III, Capriccio, mm. 38-39.

Wertheim’s finale asks for a scherzando style that is playful, fast, and virtuosic, traits
that are typical of all capriccios. The melodic line regularly uses chromatic scalar passages to
create spirited dissonances that constantly intertwine with one another. The rhythmic
interplay between the flute and piano, as well as the contrast between triplets and sixteenth
notes, add to the playfulness of the finale and the scherzando character she sought to depict.
Formal sections, though not as clearly delineated as in earlier movements, use rapid
changes in texture to denote segments. Like the first two movements, the finale has a ternary
form, though this time the formal structure has no tonal changes to mark the sections.
Instead, Wertheim varies the textures to signal shifts in the form. The first A section (mm. 114) starts with a rhythmic piano line that sets the jovial tone for the whole piece. This
sixteenth- to eighth-note rhythm returns at the beginning of the second A section (mm. 3049), only this time the voices are switched and the flute begins the section with the distinct
initial rhythm, adding to the playfulness of the movement. The B section (mm. 15-29) is
signaled by abrupt changes in texture and mood as the flute and piano slow the momentum
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with fermatas (mm. 13-14). Then, in measure fourteen, the flute plays a flourish and a
fermata trill that sounds similar to the textures found in Debussy and Ravel. The B section,
containing an eighth-note pattern in the piano and a lyrical triplet melody in the flute,
achieves contrast with the pointed rhythms of the previous section. Both voices emphasize
octatonic scales, the same harmonic idiom seen throughout the movement. Wertheim uses
highly chromatic and playful rhythmic characters to create an exciting finale to her three
character pieces.
Wertheim’s Trois morceaux embodies many of the characteristics seen in the French
aesthetic of the time. It has formal simplicity, rapid changes in textures and tonalities, and
playful topics that correspond with her movement titles. The style of Milhaud and Les Six can
be seen in many aspects of this work.
Kattenburg’s Sonate voor fluit en piano, completed in 1937, has three movements:
Introduzione, Intermezzo, and Fughetta. He composed this piece for flutist Ima von Esso,
who “carefully preserved [the work] all her life, but never played it.”44 Esso donated the
manuscript to flutist Eleonore Pamijer, who established the Leo Smit Foundation and helped
to publish the work. The sonata uses some of the same compositional techniques as
Wertheim’s, such as rapid changes in textures and rhythmic interplay between the two
voices, although, as a young composer, Kattenburg was not as skilled as Wertheim or Smit.
He tonicizes certain pitches through repetition as a harmonic device, though overall, his
usage is less chromatic than in Wertheim’s or Smit’s compositions.
Kattenburg’s first movement contains an introductory motive that resembles one seen
in Smit’s second movement. Figure 6 indicates the similarities between the two themes. Both
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motives have flute flourishes over blocked piano chords. Additionally, both motives are
heard at the onset of the movement as statements with introductory characteristics.

Figure 6. Introductory Motive Comparison between Kattenburg’s Sonate voor Fluit en Piano,
movt. I, mm. 1-5 and Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 1-3.

Kattenburg’s Sonate voor Fluit en Piano, movt. I, mm. 1-5

Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 1-3

The flourishes in Kattenburg’s sonata evoke an introductory fanfare-like character,
emphasizing his Introduzione title. This fanfare, however, is actually the first theme in a
ternary form. The flute’s fluid runs, along with the triumphant piano chords and the Maestoso
designation, act as a fanfare topic to both introduce the sonata as a whole, and to contrast
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with the lyrical triplets of the B theme. This motive returns at the end of the movement to
round out the ABA form.
Similarly, Smit’s motive initially functions as an introductory gesture. It has the block
chords and flute flourish seen in Kattenburg’s piece. However, as the theme returns again and
again, each time growing more emphatic with increases of register and chromaticism, the
flourishes sound more despondent as the listener realizes this is not an introductory cry, but
rather a stifling and tyrannical theme. The formal structure of the piece is not as simple as
Kattenburg’s, as later discussion will show. Although these motives ultimately function in
different manners, it is hard to ignore their similarities.
Kattenburg’s second movement, Intermezzo, employs the same stacked fifth harmony
seen in Wertheim’s second movement to create a tranquil and pastoral atmosphere. The piano
begins the movement with the tranquil fifths, but then plays a grace-note sighing figure on
the upbeat of beat three. The flute takes over the sighing figure in measure five and leads to a
melodic and harmonic resolution at measure eight. Kattenburg uses the pastoral topic through
the use of stacked fifths from the piano, along with the sighing motive in both the piano and
the flute, to imbue his middle movement with a somber tone.
Harmonically, the movement begins with the open fifths, but then at measure eight
moves to more jazz-influenced harmonies. Measure eight has an F dominant-seventh quality
with color notes on the sharp fourth and flat ninth of the chord. Kattenburg’s use of these
jazzy harmonies is a direct influence from the composers of Les Six, in particular, the music
of Milhaud. Although this composition is relatively early for the young composer, these hints
of jazz influences can be seen throughout his entire body of work, as the author’s survey of
his other compositions confirms.
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Kattenburg strings together colorful dominant-seventh chords from measure eight
until the next more stable area in measure eighteen where the texture and style change
abruptly. The piano begins with a staccato eighth-note chord that bounces the flute into a
jazzy, syncopated melody. The jazz influences from Milhaud, previously seen in the
harmonies at the beginning of the movement, can also be heard in this section. Up to this
point, the movement has relied on the dominant-seventh harmonies as the main focus, rather
than the melody. Now, the flute takes on more melodic energy and offers a stark contrast
from the established somber tone, reflecting back to the rapid change of ideas seen in
Milhaud’s music, as outlined by Bobbit’s dissertation.45
The form of the movement appears to be a bit obscure. There is no clear binary or
ternary form. However, it was common for compositions during this time to pull away from
the dramatic large forms of the German Romantic composers. It is appropriate to find some
formal ambiguity in Kattenburg’s works. The interest comes from a patchwork-like mosaic
of textures and sounds, first made popular by Milhaud and Les Six, rather than the idea that a
formal structure must be strictly followed.
The final fughetta is, as the title indicates, a small fugue. Kattenburg withholds the
tonic key of the movement by beginning the flute subject in E minor. The piano answers in
the dominant of E minor on B, with the pickup to measure three. The piano plays the next
subject entrance in E minor in measure nine. The voices continue to move contrapuntally
with an unexpected G major resolution in measure thirteen and fourteen containing a clear VI motion from the flute. Finally, we have arrived in the true tonic key of the movement.
The subject and answer are passed around between the flute and piano throughout the
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whole movement. Kattenburg moves away from a clear G tonic as the voices weave in and
out contrapuntally. The movement ends with an exciting flourish with both the flute and
piano making a crescendo up to a forte C major chord. It is unclear why Kattenburg would
end his piece on the subdominant of the key within which he was working. Perhaps this
choice shows the adolescence of his compositional career. Or, it could be a statement that the
rules of the antiquated fugue do not need to be followed and he simply wanted an impressive
flute flourish to end his sonata. Despite his youth, this piece shows many aspects of what
would make his short compositional career unique and meaningful. The interplay between
voices, jazzy themes, and influences from Milhaud’s melodic and harmonic style continue to
be highly characteristic of his later compositions.
Unlike the other composers, Smit did not compose his Sonate door Fluit en Klavier in
one, continuous burst of creativity. Rather, it took him approximately three and a half years
to finish the sonata in its entirety. The first movement was completed in December 1939, just
before the German occupation of Amsterdam. Smit’s life and career were fairly stable until
then, and this movement can be viewed as a representation of this stability. It has the rich
harmonic palette that reflects Les Six, as was also seen in Wertheim’s sonata. Smit’s use of
dominant-seventh and diminished chords creates colorful harmonies that allow him to avoid
establishing any clear tonal centers and to energize his music. Smit often implies various
keys, but never quite settles on clear harmonic cadences. These extended and colorful
harmonies are a direct influence from the composers of Les Six and the French aesthetic.
The formal structure is simple, broadly outlining a normative sonata form, more so in
the use of contrasting thematic characters than tonal centers. The exposition begins with a
primary theme (mm. 1-14), in the flute that uses colorful chromatic alterations typical of the
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French style. The flute and piano use half-step melodic sequences to blur harmonic clarity
and add to the interest of the movement. In addition, Smit uses octatonic and dominantseventh harmonies to create colors related to Les Six. These harmonic colors, combined with
rhythmic sixteenth notes in the flute line, all contribute to the primary theme’s energized and
animated character. The secondary theme (mm.15-21) has a traditional lyrical quality in the
flute line, which has a piano and dolce designation. The piano adds to the dolce quality with
lengthy chords and slower harmonic motion.
The development area (mm. 35-53) begins with the primary theme in the flute, but
this time the piano alters the harmony to create an interplay between major and minor modes.
This modal interaction can also be seen in both Wertheim’s and Kattenburg’s works—all
stemming from the harmonies of Les Six. After the secondary theme is fragmented between
the flute and piano, an additional secondary theme appears only in the development (m. 47).
This theme has an ebb and flow as the flute line rises and falls in a gentle wave-like motion,
ultimately leading to the recapitulation that begins with an exact repetition of the primary
theme, heard in the piano.
The characteristic interplay between the two themes, as well as the clear return of the
primary theme’s exact pitches, presented in the piano instead of the flute, help to place this
movement within the sonata framework. In the recapitulation (mm. 54-82), the primary
theme returns with identical pitches, as expected. Smit then immediately blurs any further
harmonic similarity as the flute continues the melody a fourth above the original iteration. In
this case, Smit uses pitch repetition to signal to the listeners the occurrence of the
recapitulation. The secondary theme returns in the flute with essentially the same material,
but transposed a fifth higher. This thematic transposition is in dialogue with sonata form,
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where the secondary theme is normally transposed to the tonic key in the recapitulation.
(Interestingly, Smit transposes his secondary key a fifth higher than the original key, in
contrast with more traditional sonata transformation that comes as a fifth lower than the
original key.)
Rather than the traditional attachment of sonata themes to specific tonal centers, Smit
uses thematic characteristics and the audience’s traditionally established connection with the
sonata themes to create a broad formal outline. Smit plays on the audience’s expectations of
the traditional characteristics of each theme to avoid using outright harmonic goals for formal
structure. The primary theme is typically energetic or authoritative, and the secondary theme
is typically lyrical and more subdued. Smit utilizes dominant harmonies to create color and
energy throughout the movement, freeing it of any formal responsibilities.
The movement ends with a brief coda of the primary-theme motive that seems to
quietly dissolve, but abruptly ends in a big flourish that is both declamatory and exciting. The
coda dissolves through the use of chromatic steps passed between the flute and piano. This
chromatic disintegration continues to aid Smit’s avoidance of any harmonic or tonal center.
Under the lens of the French aesthetic, it would be appropriate to chromatically alter scale
degrees for variation or color, allowing Smit to end his first movement with both melodic and
harmonic excitement. Figure 7 contains an outline of the sonata form in Smit’s first
movement.
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Figure 7. Outline for Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. I.
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Although Les Six valued simplicity in formal organization, Smit’s dialogue with the
traditional sonata form can be associated with Igor Stravinsky’s neoclassical style. In her
article, “Stravinsky’s Neoclassicism,” Martha M. Hyde describes the anachronistic
relationship as “bringing the present into a relationship with a specific past and making the
distance between them meaningful.”46 In a similar article, Hyde explains that the eclectic
imitation used by Stravinsky was a “process by which sources and models [were]
compiled.”47 She continues by describing Stravinsky’s compositional process not as a “well-
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organized museum,” but rather as a “warehouse whose contents can be rearranged and
plundered without damage or responsibility.”48 Stravinsky’s reinvention of traditional forms
and harmonies was an important influence for both Smit and Wertheim, and his music was
quite popular while the two composers were living in Paris.
Smit bypassed the middle movement and completed the third movement in June of
1941, despite the massive German invasion of Amsterdam. This movement is much more
complex than the first, and the movement’s franticness could be viewed as a response to
outside influences, although, in no way can it be proven that societal changes affected Smit’s
compositional style. Smit continues to use chromatically altered melodic lines and octatonic
harmonies throughout the movement, continuing the embodiment of French influences. The
third movement form is rotational, where the large sections, ABC, repeat with new tonal
interests and notable variation in successive rotations. The movement’s exciting and vigorous
ending seems at odds with the tragic circumstances of the Nazi invasion. As one of Smit’s
last completed movements, the harmonic idioms of Les Six and the neoclassical treatments of
Stravinsky continue to be a dominant influence of Smit’s compositional style.
In November 1942, Smit and his wife were forced to move to a ghetto designed to
house Amsterdam’s Jews. There, the sonata’s slow movement was completed on February
12, 1943, just a few days prior to Smit’s deportation and subsequent death. Smit began to
make arrangements to leave his possessions and compositions with friend and pupil, Fritz
Zuiderweg, who had the wherewithal to put Smit’s manuscripts in a storage unit. Had he not
done so, only the small number of published works by Smit would survive.49
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Marius Flothius, Dutch composer and musicologist, wrote of Smit's sonata, “His last
completed work, the Sonata for Flute and Piano, is of a very different class. This is a
perfectly balanced composition, in which the artist’s creative imagination matches perfectly
with the chosen form.”50 It is unclear how audiences of the time would have received this
work, because it was never performed while the composer was alive. Many later critics seem
to agree with Flothius that the sonata is “a work of superb quality, underscoring the tragic
loss inflicted on Dutch society and culture by the ruthless Nazi regime.”51
The complex nature of the sonata’s origin and the second movement’s depiction of
sorrow and loss have led me to adopt the narrative analysis technique of Byron Almén. This
analytical approach examines the interactions between themes, motives, or semantic areas
and how their transformations may resemble a story or narrative. In describing the overall
design of a piece of music, Almén uses archetypes that range from an emphasis of victory in
comedy or romance, to an emphasis of defeat in irony, satire or tragedy.
Smit’s second movement illustrates a tragic archetype because, in Almén’s terms, it
“depicts the failure of a desired transgression against a restrictive or undesired order.”52
Almén defines the term “order” as any established musical element and the term
“transgression” as anything that departs from the established order. In the tragic archetype,
the established order is deemed as a negative force, while the transgression is viewed as
positive. He continues, stating that “music is capable of embodying this archetype in
numerous ways [like] employing an intrusive musical element which is subsequently
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restricted from developing freely.”53 In this case, Smit’s second movement is considered a
tragedy because a primary theme, establishing its dominance through repetition and
emphasized tonality, suppresses a gentler secondary theme’s full development. The
secondary theme, by the end of the movement, is forced to take on the primary theme’s tonal
center, thus tragically losing its ability to bloom into a fully realized theme and ultimately
losing the battle with the primary theme.
To outline this narrative, I will use Eero Tarasti’s semiotic and isotopy approach, as
employed by Almén. Almén summarizes Tarasti’s isotopies as musical segments that are
“rendered distinct by the employment of redundant semantic categories.”54 The redundancy
of each category “guarantees the coherence of a sign-complex” and these common
characteristics help to “serve as fundamental narrative units.”55 Almèn explains that “within
each isotopy, [Tarasti] highlights the dynamic role played by certain discursive categories
which roughly correspond either to traditional musical parameters of register, rhythm,
harmony, and so on, or to other temporal organizational processes like memory, expectation,
or the transformation of theme- and motive-actors.”56 The use of isotopies is important
because each segment projects a particular agency that reminds the listener of human
behavior and acts as a metaphor to the human world.57 The interactions between Smit’s
themes and designated isotopies create an over-arching tragic narrative.58
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Isotopy I (mm. 1-5) is characterized by deception and instability. The introductory
nature of the block chords in the piano and the flute’s melodic line can be interpreted through
Kattenburg’s introductory motive in the first movement of his sonata, as seen in Figure 6.
Under this lens, Isotopy I embodies a solemn or melancholic statement that serves as both an
introduction and an unstable statement of the primary theme. Ambiguous opening gestures
sometimes occurred in nineteenth-century compositions, but became even more common in
the twentieth century, and this thematic ambiguity can be seen here in Smit’s work as well.
An E-flat minor chord sounds at the onset of the movement and is present throughout
most of the isotopy. It finally yields to the tonic D-flat in measure five, the final measure of
the thematic statement. This tonic chord is also somewhat unstable due to the melody ending
on the fifth of the chord, and to the inverted dominant-seventh chord preceding it. The
greater implications of the D-flat tonic chord will not be felt until the very end of the
movement.
Furthermore, the F heard in the flute becomes the strongest oppressive element
throughout the narrative as a whole. The flute, when viewed on its own, tonicizes F as it
begins, continues with a small flourish, then returns to F. The octave melodic boundary and
intermediate boundaries of the C within the melody reinforce this sense of the F tonic. The
feeling of instability is strengthened by the fact that the F tonic in the flute line is not
supported by the piano harmonies that emphasize an ultimate D-flat tonic arrival. The flute
melody contains half-step motions, from F to E and again from D-flat to C, that contribute to

descending or sighing gestures—is not conceptually the same as a tragic narrative. A tragic narrative may
contain tragic topoi, but it is ultimately the victory of the semantically designated order over the transgressive
element that distinguishes the tragic narrative from simple topical elements. A tragic narrative may be enhanced
through the tragic topoi, though not required.
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the instability and melancholic nature of this motive. The half-step figure is indicative of the
sighing or crying topic, most often seen in common practice music, and reinforces the solemn
nature of the theme. Smit pairs the crying topic with syncopated motion in the melody (m. 4),
to create a mood of instability and agitation. Figure 8 shows Isotopy I.

Figure 8. Isotopy I in Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 1-5.
F seen in every iteration of the
Primary theme

Harmony is thick
E-flat minor chord with F
emphasis in flute
Chromatic notes between flute
and piano to create tension and
instability

D-flat tonic arrival

Isotopy II (mm. 6-9), seen partially in Figure 9, portrays an unstable soundscape. This
space provides a contrast of character through the gentle wave-like motion in the melodic
lines of both the flute and piano. The soundscape harmony generates instability through its
use of half-diminished seventh chords built on G. After four measures, the harmony resolves
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to an ambiguous F triad that contains both the major and minor third. Although the quality of
the F triad is ambiguous, it clearly implies a half-cadence in B-flat through the use of E-flats
in the melodic material of this measure. Unexpectedly, the isotopy deceptively resolves to the
opening E-flat minor triad, this time with an added ninth.
The F common tone from the half-diminished seventh chord in the previous
measures, along with the move from minor to major, continue to create an underlying
agitation within the movement. The F major chord (m. 9) wants to resolve, but is stifled by
the return of the E-flat (m. 10) in Isotopy III. Many of Smit’s harmonies, though not all, are
not meant to function as traditional goal-oriented chords. Rather, they are used as
soundscapes to restrain harmonic motion, as seen in the music of prominent French
composers, including Debussy and Ravel. The combination of the gentle rise and fall of the
intervallic fourths in the flute and piano, paired with the ambiguous diminished-seventh
harmony, create instability within the isotopy and its interaction with the primary theme. At
this point, the direction of the movement is unclear to the listener.
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Figure 9. Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 4-7: Isotopy II Opening
Measures.

Intervallic fourths create
soundscape texture

G half-diminished seventh chord
harmonic color

Isotopy III (m. 10-17) further develops the primary thematic area. It begins similarly
to Isotopy I in terms of the piano harmony and the flute melody. However, the flute melody
and the piano accompaniment sound more emboldened and authoritative. The flute line has a
flourish of ten notes that rise up to the higher octave F (mm. 10-11), and the piano adds
texture through sixteenth-note triplets (beginning first in m. 11 and continuing in m.12). The
F emphasis is further acknowledged as the flute ascends to the higher octave. The feeling of
unrest continues as the melody uses syncopation with the sighing or crying motive seen in
Isotopy I, and the static harmony at the beginning of the motive establishes its dominance
through repetition.
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Additionally, Smit creates tension by not allowing the motive to rest in the same Dflat major tonic chord. Instead, the motive moves to a B dominant-seventh tonality in
measures sixteen and seventeen. Harmonically, Smit is preparing the listener to hear the E
harmony in Isotopy IV (mm. 18-24), the first statement of the secondary theme. Here, there
is a complete shift in character and style. Smit designates this theme to be poco scherzando.
Coupled with dotted rhythms, this scherzo theme is a welcome change. The playful quality of
the theme is supported by stacked open fifths in the harmony. The passive open-fifth
harmony reflects a pastoral mood—one that seems to conjure the simplicity of the human
spirit. To further distinguish between the secondary theme and the main theme, Smit adds a
swell of notes that mimic the soundscapes of the French aesthetic. The flute melody ascends
with a dotted rhythm and then calmly falls, like the simple motion of a breath in and out, or a
gentle sigh. In many ways, this motive embodies all that is worldly and human.
Smit harmonically prepares the listener in Isotopy III for the tonic E in Isotopy IV,
using a B dominant-seventh chord at the end of the theme. Isotopy IV has a well-established,
yet highly ambiguous, E tonic harmony. The octave displacement of the D-sharp to E (mm.
17-18) faintly offers a resolution for the listener. In addition, the flute melody sounds on the
fifth of the chord at the beginning of the isotopy, minimizing the tonic note. Smit further
clouds the harmony by mixing E major and minor modes with both G-sharp and G-natural
pitches, neither of which appears on the downbeat of measure eighteen. The mixture of
modes was seen in much of the music by French composers and was an important part of the
harmonic aesthetic of Les Six. The flute melody continues to ascend in a grand flourish
(m.24), whereupon the listener anticipates a beautifully lyrical moment, but instead, the
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theme is interrupted by the dominating primary theme. Figure 10 shows the beginning of
Isotopy IV.

Figure 10. Portion of Isotopy IV in Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 16-19.

Octave
displacement
of G-sharp to
E resolution

E tonic in piano
Missing G or G-sharp on
downbeat
Flute plays fifth of chord,
minimizing tonic E

Isotopy V (mm. 25-32) is another iteration of the primary theme. The piano harmony
and flute melodic outline is essentially the same as before; however, the flourishes contain
more chromaticism and the piano chords are thicker in texture. The F emphasis in the flute
remains steadfast, creating an assertive and unwavering character for this theme. Smit
employs the colorful dominant-seventh chords to create tension. By the end of the theme,
Smit uses the E-flat minor tonality as a seventh-chord that provides color and harmonic
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density. The primary theme has mutated from an introductory-sounding motive in Isotopy I,
to a dominant and forceful motive in Isotopy V. Smit continues the harmonic instability at
the end of this theme by still not allowing the motive to end on the tonic D-flat. Smit’s use of
dominant-seventh chords adds to the sense of the theme’s instability and unreliability.
Isotopy VI (mm. 33-39) is the secondary theme’s second attempt to develop.
Although the scherzo quality is the same, the notes have been altered. This time, the theme
begins on an F, the same F emphasized in the primary theme. The playful scherzo has been
tainted by the domineering primary theme and is forced to take on its pitch content. The
harmony uses a B dominant-seventh tonality that includes both major and minor thirds. This
isotopy contains harmonic elements of both the primary and secondary themes, signaling that
this theme cannot sustain the oppression from the primary theme.
In addition to the harmonic suppression, the melodic structure now descends first,
then ascends as it moves along—a reflection of what the theme once was. The chords are
thicker than before, using both the theme’s own harmony from Isotopy IV, as well as the
harmony from the primary theme, reflecting the theme’s conflict of identity. The melody
ascends to try to free itself from the F emphasis (m. 39), but is thwarted once more by the
primary theme. It is at the conclusion of this isotopy section that the listener realizes that this
scherzo’s playful, human-like theme is not able to overcome the domineering, unyielding
oppression of the primary theme, and that it will ultimately be defeated.
Isotopy VII (mm. 40-44) is the final statement of the primary theme. It is not a full
statement, and it descends from the high octave in the flute to the lower octave. Despite the
relaxation of the theme, its overbearing character continues to be felt until the end of the
movement. The piano harmony resolves from an inverted A-flat seventh-chord down to the
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tonic D-flat major chord, beginning to draw the movement to a close. The primary theme
finally returns to its D-flat major tonic harmony after two other iterations where it avoided
closing in D-flat. The tonic D-flat firmly establishes its presence immediately after it has
infected the harmony of the secondary theme. The D-flat harmonic dominance will continue
until the end of the movement.
Isotopy VIII (mm. 44-47; 50-52) is perhaps one of the most important isotopies of the
entire movement. It is here (m. 44) that the primary and secondary themes overlap: before the
flute ends its statement of the primary theme, the piano begins to play the secondary theme in
its middle register, as if sneaking into the texture beneath the flute. In addition, the secondary
theme enters weakly in terms of voicing and melodic placement, and it completely takes on
the D-flat harmony of the established primary theme, confirming the primary theme’s full
domination over it. The secondary theme begins with an emphasis on the F previously taken
from the primary theme, further demonstrating the secondary theme’s lost identity. Figure 11
illustrates the secondary theme’s weak entrance.

Figure 11. Portion of Isotopy VIII from Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, m. 44.

Flute finishes
primary melody,
ending on A-flat,
the fifth of D-flat
tonic

Piano plays
secondary theme in
weak voicing
Quiet entrance under
primary theme
Takes on D-flat
tonality of primary
theme
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Isotopy VIII is interrupted by Isotopy IX, another soundscape episode similar to
Isotopy II (mm. 48-49). This second recurrence is related to the first through the same
intervallic fourth motives heard in both the flute and piano. Here, the soundscape is firmly
rooted around the D-flat tonality, confirming the key around which the primary theme
initially settled in Isotopy I. Even these seemingly unrelated interludes are affected by the
primary theme.
The movement ends with the fully suppressed secondary theme. The emphasized F
and harmony of the primary theme are fully intact as the flute cries on the high F for the final
notes. Although the movement ends on a D-flat major chord, the feeling of being overthrown
cannot be shaken. The motivic agency of the melodic line does not get the satisfaction of
playing the tonic note of the D-flat major chord. Instead, it must settle for the third of the
chord, leaving the listener with an empty, unresolved sense of acceptance. In addition, the
soundscape interludes from Isotopies II and IX further exhibit the primary theme’s
dominance as the harmonies change from ambiguous diminished-seventh chords to the
primary theme’s D-flat tonality.
Smit’s second movement is undeniably beautiful, and the painful conditions under
which it was written further add to the dispirited sequence of events viewed as a tragic
narrative. A primary theme disguises itself as an introductory theme through the use of
unstable and colorful dominant- and diminished-seventh harmonies, but then returns to
establish its dominance by unequivocally resolving in the key of D-flat major at the end of
the movement. When a lighter, more playful secondary theme is introduced, the primary
theme suppresses it by eradicating its harmonic identity, thus conforming to the tragic
narrative that a desired transgression is suppressed by an unwelcome order.
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Through the narrative lens, the primary theme, both melancholic and oppressive,
could represent the Nazi regime in Amsterdam. Initially, the primary theme’s function is
ambiguous, evincing both introductory and thematic qualities, just as the Nazi occupation
may have been at first perceived as domineering, yet capable of restoring economic order to a
depressed economy. Soon, however, the primary theme confirms its thematic nature and then
manifests increasingly oppressive tendencies, just as the Nazi occupation instituted its
systematic suppression of any force its leaders deemed a threat. In the same sense, the
secondary motive, with the light, scherzo quality, may be viewed as the human spirit of the
composer affected by the Holocaust. The motive is heard and felt at the end of the movement
but concludes in sadness at its inability to liberate itself—just as Smit was unable to escape
deportation and certain death. The second movement was completed just a few days before
Smit’s own death, and surely these tragic times fell heavy on his heart. However, despite the
complete suppression of the secondary theme, a glimmer of hope remains as the final
thematic statement of the movement honors the vanquished transgression through the playing
of the secondary theme. The Nazi order cannot extinguish the transcendent human spirit in its
entirety.
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Figure 12. Final Measures of Smit’s Sonate voor Fluit en Klavier, movt. II, mm. 49-52.

Melancholic ending as flute plays
oppressive F as final note

Movement ends firmly in
D-flat major

CONCLUSION
The study of these composers and the selected works is important for flutists,
scholars, and American audiences. Through the biographical overviews, deeper investigation
into each composer’s Jewish heritage, and the analyses of their flute compositions, audiences
can gain understanding of new and unfamiliar music and the impact of the Holocaust on
these composers. Their lives, changing drastically in just a few short years, are the shared
experiences of many Jews in Amsterdam.
In general, the flute works of Dutch composers are not performed very often by
American flutists. Willem Pijper’s flute sonata is performed occasionally, but is often
overlooked either for twentieth-century sonatas with more technical ease and more song-like
melodies, or for American compositions of the same caliber. My objective is to bring more
awareness to this music and these composers in the same way that Eleonore Pamijer has done
in the Netherlands and Europe.
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Eleonore Pamijer began the journey towards the Leo Smit Foundation in the fall of
1994. She presented the Smit Sonata and Wertheim’s Trois morceaux to an audience at the
Jewish Historical Museum in Amsterdam, where, after discussing the works following the
concert, she realized that very few people knew of these composers and their works. Pameijer
discusses this realization in her article, “Forgotten Composers: A Wealth of Flute
Repertoire:”
Speaking after the concert, we were surprised that the music of such a high
level had remained so totally unknown, while contemporaries like Poulenc,
Milhaud, and Ravel are played anywhere in the world. We came to the
conclusion that the Second World War played an important role in this
collective “forgetfulness.” Leo Smit was murdered in a concentration camp,
Rosy Wertheim went into hiding, but her health after the war was so weak that
she died after a few years. We decided to investigate: were there more Dutch
composers of the period who were forgotten as war victims?59
Pameijer produced a CD with the collective works of Smit, Wertheim and Ignace Lilien.
Through this project, Pameijer came into contact with Smit’s sister, Rosy. Their relationship
would bring life to the Leo Smit project, and she provided deeply personal information about
Smit through photos and stories. The Leo Smit Foundation was established in January of
1996 with the purpose of reaching large audiences through Leo Smit’s music, along with his
contemporaries, through data conversion, publications, documentaries, CD recordings, and
more. The Foundation has become a mecca for Dutch composers whose music and lives were
lost in the Second World War. Unfortunately, Rosy Smit did not live long enough to see the
formal establishment of the Leo Smit Foundation, but her generous contributions to honor
her brother’s legacy are immeasurable.
The flute works studied in this project bring new and exciting pedagogical pieces to
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the flute repertoire. Kattenburg’s sonata gives younger flutists some exposure to a fresh
harmonic idiom, while still remaining playable at the high school or early college level.
Wertheim’s character pieces, along with Smit’s flute sonata, on the other hand, provide a
new type of challenge for advanced players. Wertheim challenges the performer to learn and
play difficult chromatic passages and to stretch their tonal understandings with her use of
tonicization and chromatic scale-degree alterations. Despite the work’s technical difficulty,
its shorter length allows the piece to be more accessible to a broad range of advanced
students and amateurs. Smit’s sonata is extremely challenging for both the flutist and pianist.
The work requires a high degree of technical facility for both players, and its mastery
requires intense dedication. However, if both performers immerse themselves in the score,
they will find a substantial addition to the flute repertoire that rivals traditional standards set
by pieces such as the Poulenc Sonata, Ibert Concerto, and more. All three sonatas offer a
distinctive harmonic palette and melodies that complement the French and German
repertoire.
Through this project, and the continued work of the Leo Smit Foundation, the legacy
of these composers and their works can reach a wide range of audiences. My hope is to honor
this legacy by presenting their lives and works to a new generation of flutists and scholars.
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